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THE NOBEL DYNAMITE COMPANIES. MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE OF THEIR TIME -
AND OURS?*

Av Ragnhild Lundström

Multinational enterprises had existed in ene form or another for same
hundred years prior to the development of more general theories that
sought to explain this type of international production. In fatt, this
did not occur until the late 196O's,  at the very same time as the con-
ception 'multinational enterprise' (which is said to have been invented
in 1960) tame into tommon use. 1 What initiated the debate among econ-

omists was undoubtedly the great surge of direct investments in Europe
by large American companies after World War II and the fear in various
countries of the effect  of such investments, as expressed most vividly
by J.J. Servan-Schreiber  in 1967.

Same twenty years later, there now exists a whole range of theories
and hypotheses concerning international production in the form of multi-
national enterprise. Most of these theories pertain to the development
of American multinationals; the reason being on the ene hand that this
development probably  has been the mast spectacular, at least in terms
of aggregate figures, and on the other hand that most economists who
have presented such theories are Americans and, thus, mast familiar
with the American development. 2

Theories about multinational enterprise have developed along similar
lines as the multinationals themselves. Until at least the early 197O's,
direct foreign investments were the dominant form by which a national
firm became  multinational as well as by which an already established
multinational expanded. Investments were mainly made in production
abroad, and the investing firm maintained, or acquired, control of the
foreign-based  unit of production, although not necessarily  the majority
of shares.  Therefore, theories and hypotheses focused on direct foreign
investments. Most of them stressed market imperfections as underlying
factors, either in factor or product markets. More recently,  theories
about internalisation of transaction costs have gained predomi-

nance in the explanation  of multinational production. The firm is often

* A paper presented on The Day of the Nobel Companies, arranged by the
Nobel Foundation in commemoration  of the 150th birthday of Alfred
Nobel, Stockholm 9 December 1983
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regarded as more efficient than the market. Through forward or backward
integration abroad, transaction costs are further reduced by being
internalised in the firm. 3

During  the 1970's and increasingly towards the end of the decade, new
forms of multinationality  developed, e.g. subcontracts of various types,
service contracts and managements  contracts, same of which have upset
the theories of international production. So, toa have the fatts that
publit, state-owned  firms have gene multinational, and that in many
cases governments  participate in contracts of the sort mentioned above.
AlSO, there is again an increased externalisation of transactions.  Many
economists and business historians feel lost with the 'eld' theories.
Currently, there is a debate about and a search for new theories that
Will include all such elements, i.a. factors leading to the formation
of hierarchies and interest  groups and factors in decision making. 4

In this paper, 1 analyze Alfred Nobel's dynamite companies in the
1870's and 1880's against the background of the present debate about
multinational enterprises. A multinational is defined here as a firm
that controls and manages production in more than ene country. Did the
Nobel companies in their time constitute a multinational enterprise ac-
cording to more recent conceptions?  Needless  to say, it is necessary
to look at the Nobel companies  in their historital  setting. How com-
mon was it then for entrepreneurs or firms to organize  their businesses
in a manner similar to Nobel and his dynamite companies?

After having founded the first nitroglycerine company  in Sweden in
October  1864 - a joint stock company with a very small amount  of capi-
tal actually paid in, most of it by a Stockholm merchant - Alfred Nobel
moved to Germany in March 1865 to search for finantial backirigg for his
prospective explosives business on the continent  and in Great Britain. 5

In Germany, Alfred Nobel started  a firm in his own name, and he
later found a partner, a doctor of law. Both partners put capita1 in
the firm. Nobel borrowed most of his capita1 by placing his shares in
the Swedish company as collateral  and, in addition, he invested  the
cash he had received  for his patent from the Norwegian company  (also
founded in 1865). Alfred Nobel owned 57 per cent in the German firm,

and his partner had 43 per cent.
In 1866, the United States Blasting  Oil Company was founded in New

York. Nobel received  cash plus ene fourth of the shares in the company

for his patent.
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By the autumn of 1866, there were feur companies or firms that had
been founded on Nobel's initiative. Nobel held shares in all but the

Norwegian ene. He held one fourth of the shares in the Swedish and
American companies and more than half in the German firm.

This was before Nobel had invented dynamite. The companies were based
on Nobel's patent for the production of 'blasting oil' and for its det-
onation by Nobel's invention of the detonating-cap, which made possible
the industrial use of nitroglycerine.

The reason for setting up the production of blasting oil in several
countries was quite obvious. Blasting oil, nitroglycerine, was difficult
and hazardous to transport. The German firm had exported  all over the
world. But during  1866 there hade been several severe explosions during
transportation, the knowledge  of which had been widely spread  through
the contemporary media. Thus, there were typical location advantages  for
starting the production of blasting oil in the various countries.

However, 1 do not consider the feur firms founded on Nobel's patent
as part of a multinational. Although Alfred Nobel himself held shares in
three of the companies, he controlled business only in the German firm.
Nor did the four companies att in unity.

When Nobel invented dynamite in 1867, most of the difficulties of
transporting the explosive disappeared. The great advantage of dynamite
was actually that it made nitroglycerine easier to handle and transport.
Nobel's German partner would have preferred him to abstain from applying
for patents in other countries.

He wanted  to expand the German firm into a large exporting Company
and he had already distributed prospects for founding sales subsidiaries
in South America, Australia and Russia. Nobel, however, had other visions.
He obtained patents on dynamite in several countries and set out to find
capitalists willing to back the start of production in these countries.

In France,  Alfred Nobel entered into a private contract, traité with
a young ironmaster from Liverdun, Paul Barbe. Barbe was to organize the
production and - the most difficult task - obtain permission for pro-
duction in France, where there was a state monopoly  on explosives pro-
duction. Barbe was also to furnish the necessary capital. Nobel was to
receive  half of the profits, after deduction of six per cent interest
on the capita1 provided by Barbe.
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In the same private agreement between Nobel and Barbe, a manufactur-
ing subsidiary of the French factory was founded in Switzerland and
joint stock companies were established in Italy and Spain. The Crédit
Mobilier Espagnole with Eugene Péreire participated in the creation  of
both the Italian and the Spanish companies.

In Great Britain,  Alfred Nobel managed to interest  same Scottish in-
dustrislists  and merchants in his dynamite. After feur years of nego-
tiations, when six of the valuable  years of the patent's validity had
elapsed, a company of limited liability was finally founded. Nobel re-
ceived three-eighths of the shares for his patentand bought additional
shares, so that he held half of the total number.

The variety  of forms in which dynamite production  was organized  and
financed in the different countries reflected the contemporary tran-
sition between old and new in industrial enterprise.

Around the middle of the 187O's, all the dynamite companies with
the exception of the Italian and Spanish enes, were reconstructed for
various reasons most of which were specific to the different companies.
The firms and partnerships were turned into limited joint-stock com-
panies.

In Great Britain, the previous urangements were abolished, viz. the
condition  that Nobel was to receive  three-eighths of profits, regard-
less of the amount  of outstanding shares, which of course had put a

virtual stop to further share issues.
By the mid-1870's, there existed dynamite companies in Sweden, Nor-

way, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Great Britain and the
United States. Did these companies form a multinational enterprise?

As a result of the reconstruction mentioned above Nobel's part in
the continental companies had somewhat diminished. Competition had
been hard between the Swiss and German factories. This had been re-
solved by permitting Nobel's German partners (he had acquired a ss-
cond partner in 1872) to buy shares in the French and Swiss companies
and by permitting Barbe to buy shares in the German company at the
time they were all reconstituted. The German Company was at that time

by far the largest of all dynamite companies.
Now Alfred Nobel alone did not hold the majority of shares in any

dynamite Company.  However, sinte he and Paul Barbe worked  mors or less

hand in glove at this time, it was actually their joint holding of
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shares that counted  as far as possibilities of influencing the dynamite

business.
When the Spanish company was founded, Nobel and Barbe together held

56 per cent of the shares, while the Crédit Mobilier Espagnole group

held 35 per cent. The Péreire group was in the majority cm the Board

of Directors, and the board was elected for five years. The Spanish
company gradually  tame within the sphere of influence of the Péreire
group. Barbe, who did not like Péreire, a sentiment that was apparently

mutual, occasionally tried to persuade Nobel that the two should make
use of their joint shares at an appropriate general assembly and give
the company a board closer to their/Barbe's  interest. Nobel chose not
to att, and Barbe did as Nobel wanted in those days. The Spanish com-
pany was very well managed and, besides, never caused Nobel any trouble.
Eventually Nobel sold out most of his shares in the Spanish company.
Around the mid-1880's,  he held 2-3 per cent, and the company was now
definitely regarded as a Péreire interest.

The Péreire group, on the other hand, withdraw from the Italian
company. According to the articles of association of the Italian com-

ea*y, no-ene  was allowed more than five vetes. Thus, Barbe and Nobel,
who together held 54 per cent of the company's shares, each had 5
vetes, Nobel's two former partners in the German firm, who together
held 25 per cent of the shares, also had five vetes each. The Péreire
group with their 9 per cent of shares had 15 vetes together, due to
the fatt that their shareholding was divided  between  several  persons.
The Péreire group never tried to seize power in the Italian company.
But Nobel's German ex-partners who were on the board did try as did
Barbe who was chairman of the board. The Germans, who did not speak
French which everyone  else on the board did, had to soon abandon their
attempts to seize control. Barbe was able to hand-pick a dependable
general manager, and the Italian  company remained under BarbeIs/
Nobel's  influence.

In the Swiss company Nobel and Barbe together held 44 per cent of
the shares but they did not control a majority of vetes. Voting was
maximized at 60 votas inclusive  of proxies.  Like the Spanish and
Italian companies, the Swiss company had the French system with a
board that could delegate  its power in the interim to an administra-
teur délégué, in this case Paul Barbe. The board had six members  elec-
ted for five years; Nobel, Barbe, a Swiss friend of Barbe plus three
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other Swiss gentlemen, one of whom was the chairman. Barbe could not

swing the directors his way all the time but he had co work hard to

bring the chairman over to his side whenever there was disagreement.

After 1880, he managed to get some new directors elected which facili-

tated his control of the running  of the business.

For same ten years, Barbe and Nobel completely last control of the

French company. They held enly 36 per cent of the shares. They did

control the board, though, which consisted of nine members, but they

did so for enly one year. The general manager, who wanted to have his
own way, then managed to get the general assembly to enlargen the board

with two directors. In the new eleven manber board, BarbejNobel did not

succeed in gaining a majority.

In the German company, the Vorstand, which consisted of Nobel's eld

partners from the firm, ruled absolutely. It seans as if Nobel had not

been quite aware of the legal powers of a Vorstand, nor of the limited

powers of the Aufsichtsrat (board). Nobel and Barbe held 46 per cent

of the shares and, in practice, a ruling majority of the general as-

sembly. Nobel was chairman of the Aufsichtsrat and the majority of its

members consisted of his people. Yet, he had absolutely nothing 'co say

in the German company for quite same time. The Aufsichtsrat met enly

twice each year, mastly for routine  matters. Despite some irregu-

larities and despite the fatt that the Vorstand often acted contrary

to the "ishes of Nobel and the board, it took Nobel five years before

he could at last replace the Vorstand. It should  be added that part of

this delay was due to the fatt that Nobel was at first very hesitant

to do so.

Due to the specific  grading in the British company, with one vete

for each share up tn ten sharen. then nn~ votc for verv suhsequent  five

shares up to 100, and then one vete for every ten shares above that,

Nobel with his 50 per cent of shares did not command a majority at gen-

eral assemblies. Nobel's voting power vis-à-vis the Scottish share-

holders increased when the British Dynamite Company was reconstructed

into Nobel's Explosives and the share capita1 increased ten-fold by an

issue of bonus shares. Despite the fatt that Nobel's holdings had de-

creased  to same 00 per cent around 1880, he 'bad a maiority of vetes at

CIIP qeneral  assemblies at that time. To exercise  some power, Xobel would

have bad to ensure that the majority of the Board consisted of direc-

turo Lnat 11r could control. Hut he never even trird. The pussibilitirs
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of succeeding, had he wanted to, were probably non-existent. In the
usual mannar, the larger share holders were represented  on the Board,
and among them naturally Alfred Nobel. The rest were Stots, all living
in or near Glasgow. They were acquainted with each other and were close
friends in many cases.

Nobel had come to know the first general manager well and he there-
by had same influence, particularly in technical matters. When this
general manager died and was replaced by a new ene, things changed al-
together. The new general manager assumed complete control. He ran the
company his way. But no-one complained as long as profits were good,
which they were until 1883.

The potentials for joint control, the kind of control leading to co-
ordinated action as implied in the definition of a multinational enter-
prise, existed in all 'Nobel companies', with the possible  exception
of the French. However, ownership  in the majority  of shares was not
sufficient. Nor was a majority of the board of directors  a sufficient
condition  for control in certain cases. In order to gain control of
business, ene had to work diligently at it.

Barbe did work diligently and he succeeded in the case of the Italian
and Swiss companies. Nobel was more hesitant or did not deed it worth
the while. The reasons for that, one can enly speculate. The most
likely reason is that Nobel was more a scientist than a businessman.
Somewhat  unrealistically perhaps, he could not see why the different
dynamite companies should compete with each other.

Therefore, one can not regard  the Nobel dynamite companies as being
part of a multinational enterprise, and they should be treated  as separ-
ate entities. It is true that they shared research and most of their
product development, thanks to Alfred Nobel himself and his assistants.
They also had a tommon technical assistant for construction and machin-
ery in Nobel's  old friend, the former factory manager of the Swedish
Nitroglycerinaktiebolaget, Aside from that, there was no joint action.
0" the contrary, sharp tompetition emerged in several countries.

Nobel did not react until 1883, when the tompetition  between the
British dynamite company and the German dynamite companies grew very
intense. He now set out along the line of formally merging the Nobel
companies, as had originally been suggested by Paul Barbe five years
earlier.
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Ironitally, Nobel had now sold most of his shares in the continen-
tal dynamite companies in order to help his brothers in expanding the
Baku oil business. He did not own more than 6 per cent in any company
except the British ene, where he still held 25 per cent. When Nobel
finally wanted to see the companies amalgamated, he had last the formal
power to implement this. Nobel was forced to rely on negotiations to
accomplish this. The experience from the Nobel dynamite companies
tells us that ownership of the majority of shares did not automati-
tally imply control of business at that time. On the other hand it
was not necessary to own large portions of shares to wield influence.

Both the Nobel Dynamite Trust Company, founded in 1886 as the hold-
ing company of the British and German Nobel companies with some 'in-
dependent' German explosives manufacturers,  and La Société Centrale,
founded in 1887 as the holding company of the dynamite companies in
France,  Italy, Spain, and Switzerland, were multinationals. The head
office  coordinated production, sales, investments, purchases of raw
material in a way similar to that of multinational enterprises today.

The Nobel Dynamite Trust Company was Nobel's creation.  When Nobel
finally decided to merge the continental  and British dynamite com-
panies, he had come to realize that patents in those days provided
no protection against  tompetition. Of his many dynamite patents, only
the British proved valid. His new blasting gelatine patents of the
mid-1870's appeared to be similarly ineffective. Before Nobel made pub-
lic his invention  of ballistite - an invention  that was to cause a
change in the production of military propellants  just as dramatic as
had Nobel's dynamite done in the production of explosives for civilian
use - he wanted the large explosives companies to att for a united
interest. He also wanted peace,  he said, to devote his time to further
research.

Patents appear in several of the present-day theories on multi-
national enterprise. In same they are mentioned as such institutional
factors that constitute imperfections in the market. However, they
appear mastly as one type of 'unique asset' or ownership advantage
that according to same theories every multinational must possess in
order to counterbalance the disadvantages  (as higher learning costs)
of manufacturing  in a foreign country. 6 For Nobel, and in Nobel's

days, the opposite seems to have held sway. Lotal production had
already been started by separate domestic companies which did not need
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to experience any "psychic" disadvantages  of being foreign. Instead it
was necessary  to constitute a multinational enterprise in order to vali-
date the patents, to maintain the 'uniqueness'  of the attained assets.

The Nobel Dynamite Trust Company is said to be the first international
holding company in the world. 1 have not found any information that would
contradict such a statement. It was a new phenomenon within the Lusiness
world, a company whose sole purpose was to own shares in other companies
in several  countries and control their joint business. The major de-
cision making was centralized.

Multinational enterprises according to the definition used here, viz.
firms that control and manage production  in more than one country, were
of course not a new phenomenon of the 1880's.  There existed  several
firms that could be characterized as multinationals although they were
mostly organized in a form different from what we see to-day.

It would indeed be anachronistic to expect the same type of modern
organization for such periods as the mid-19th century, when even
business within the various countries was just beginning to be organ-
ized and financed in the form of limited joint-stock companies. The
mast tommon form was still the family firm with ownership  and control
united within the family.

It was not unusual for business families to send sons or kin to ex-
pand a national business into other countries. The pencil manufactur-
ing Faber family is one such example, not to mention the Rothschilds. 7

The Siemens brothers are another example. Dependent on the develop-
ment and relationsbips, many such entities of family business were
later reorganized  into multinationals in a form comparable  to modern
ones.

It was also tommon  for firms, particularly in the United Kingdom, to
start business in the colonies. At the time, such business was not con-
sidered as having been conducted in a foreign country. Thus, after
World War II, the number of British multinationals increased when pol-
itical changes simply caused a re-definition.

From the mid-19th century, however, there was a new element in in-
ternational business. Due to the acceleration of technical development -
the technical revolution if one prefers that term - the period from
about 1850 witnessed a great increase in the number of innovator  firms,
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founded o" inventions.  Many such firms quickly started production in
several countries and became multinational. Horizontal, international
integration was something rather "ew in this period.

The Singer Sewing Machine company is perhaps the example closest to
that of Nobel, both in time and development. After having  founded the
American Singer company in 1851, Singer sold his patent to France for
Cash and a royalty o" sales. This did not prove profitable. Therefore
when the sewing machine was introduced in Great Britain,  it was done
under the control of the American company. In 1867, the first foreign
Singer factory was built in Glasgow to be followed by other factories
in several countries. 8

There are several such examples of entrepreneurs who went abroad
with production rather soo" in their career. The mast well known -
which in this case is usually  synonymous  with those whose companies
have survived through the years - are Bell, Edison, Westinghouse, and
Eastman.  Companies based o" inventions by Bell and Edison were founded
in Great Britain at the end of the 1870's. Like Sweden of that time,
the United States was short of capital, and lotal British capita1
was invested in both the Bell and the Edison companies. Also at the
end of the 187O's, Westinghouse started  to manufacture his brakes  in
France. A decade later, Eastman began the manufacturing  of films in
Great Britai", France and other countries.

The manufacturers  of alkali according to the Solvay process were
a group of companies very similar to the Nobel companies prior to their
merger. The original Belgian Solvsy company had considerable interest
in both the German and the American Solvsy companies. In Great Britain,
the Solvsy process was promoted by Brunner  and Mond, the latter a Ger-
man by birth. Solvsy also held an interest in the British company, al-
though like Nobel in the case of the British dynamite company, he could
not forte decisions upo" Brunner & Mond. As is well-known, both the
British Nobel company and Brunner & Mond were later merged into ICI. 9

Amag Swedes who during Nobel's day started enterprises that later
developed into multinationals, there is Wicander.  In 1868 Wicander hap-
pened to acquire a small tork carving shop run in an handicraft  manner
and within fifteen years he developed this into a multinational enter-
prise with factories also in Finland, Russia and Germany. It re-
mained  a family business all along, eve" though at the tur" of the cen-
tury it was the largest tork manufacturing enterprise in eastern  and
central Europe and had a virtual  monopoly  in the Nordic countries.
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The development  of Swedish multinationals began with Wicander. This
was to continue, and particularly around the turn of the century, sev-
era1 multinationals were established  which were basad o" Swedish in-
ventians or innovations. This eventually  led to the present situation
where Sweden is to be found among the nations with the largest percent-
age of direct  foreign investments relative to both population and gross
national product. 10

Forms for organizing  as well as for financing  business enterprises
had developed and changed from the time when Nobel left Sweden in search
for financiers and markets for his inventions up to the turn of the cen-
tury. National markets and national capita1 markets had developed. The
result  was that mast multinationals were first founded as national
joint-stock companies  with limited liability, which thereafter estab-
lished sales, assembly, or manufacturing subsidiaries abroad.

Nationalism grew and intensified towards the tur" of the century.
It has prospered ever sinte and to such a degree that there is at
present an urge to find specific reasons and theories for multinational
enterprise. For internationalists like Nobel and other industrialists
and capitalists of the pre-nationalistic era, it would probably have
been mora natural to ask why business should be restsicted to national
boundaries.

In its surrounding  world of business, the Nobel Dynamite Trust Com-

pany, was an innovation. - When it was dissolved in 1915 it was indeed
an anachronism. - Although the original firms were founded by a Swede,
the Nobel Dynamite Trust was not a Swedish multinational; Alfred Nobel
held only 6 per cent of the shares. Someone  has said that the phrase
'multinational enterprise'  is in inappropriate ene, sinte it implies

that the enterprise has no home country. If ene accepts that interpret-
ation, the Nobel Dynamite Trust Company was a trut? multinational.
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NOTER (updated in 1986):

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

J.H. Dunning - J.A. Cantwell - T.A.B. Corley, The theory of inter-
national production  : same historital  antecedents, in P. Hertner &
G. Jones (eds.), Multinationals : Theory and History (Gower 1986)
pp. 19-41; D.K. Fieldhouse, The multinational : a critique of a con-
cept, in A. Teichova - M. Lévy-Leboyer  - H. Nussbaum (eds.), Multi-
national Enterprise in Historital Perspective (Cambridge 1986)
pp. 9-29.
E.g. C. Kindleberger, American  Business Abroad (New Haven 1969).
S. Hymer,  The International Operations of National Firms : a study
of direct foreign investment (Cambridge, Mass. 1976); R. Caves,
International torporations  : the industrial economics of foreign
investment, Economica,  XXXVIII (1971); O.E. Williamson, The modern
torporation : origins, evolution and attributes, Journal of Econ-
omic Literature (1981), only to mention som of the mora well-
known. Innumerable  references  appear  in the two books mentioned
in note 1.
See for instance P. Hertner - G. Jones, Multinationals : theory and
history, and M. Gasson, General theories of the multinational enter-
prise : their relevante to business history, both in Multinationals :
Theory and History (nate 1 above). Also P.J. Buckley - M. Gasson,
Economic Theory of the Multinational Enterprise, Selected Papers
(London 1985).
This and what follows below is based on my own research on the Nobel
companies as published in R. Lundström, Alfred Nobel som inter-
nationell företagare (Uppsala Studies in Economic History 1974).
E.g. Kindleberger (note 1) - Hymer (nate 3) - J.H. Dunning, Inter-
national Production and the Multinational Enterprise (London 1981).
The concept 'ownership  advantage'  is Dunnings.
M. Wilkins, Defining a firm : history and theory, in P. Hertner -
G. Jones, op.cit. p. 82 f.
This and the information in the next paragraph from M. Wilkins, The
Emesgence of Multinational Enterprise : American Business Abroad
from the Colonial Era to 1914 (Harvard University  Press 1970)
pp. 38-61.
W.J. Reader, Imperial Chemical Industries : A History, 1 (Oxford
University Press 1970) p. 90 ff.
R. Lundström, Swedish multinational growth before  1930, in P. Hertner -
G. Jones, op.cit.  p. 135 ff.
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A CALL FOR SPECIALIZED PRICE INDICES IN BUSINESS HISTORY*

Av Kersti Ullenhag

AIM AND The aim of this paper is to stress the med for specialized
SCOPE price indices in business history. They are needed in times

of inflation but also in times of deflation. In this paper,
1 present my reasons for this conclusion. The paper is div-
ided into two parts followed by som concluding remarks.

First 1 Will recount the general background leading to the
research which roused  my interest  in the relationship be-
tween business accounts and som kind of "reality"  in times
of rapidly changing prims. Setondly 1 Will outline my work
concerning the role of inflation in Swedish business during
World War One. This work involved recalculating accounts.
The results exposed the crucial linkage between business
accounts and business strategies. This link is my main ar-
gument for dealing with price movements in business ac-
counts. My concluding remarks contain same reflections  on
periods of interest for recalculating and on the type of
indices needed.

GENERAL At the threshold of the First World War, industry in Sweden
BACKGROLJND had - measured by production figures - mertaken agriculture.

The central unit for industrial production  now was the joint
stock company having limited liabilities. In the deflation
crisis following the war in the early 192O's, many of the
new companies went bankrupt. The crises of the Twenties
were in Sweden mora severe than the Great Depression of the
Thirties.

* Paper given at the Ninth International Economic History
Congress in Bern, Switzerland, 24-29 August 1986
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When working with my thesis - twenty years ago - my main
interests were in the question of international pressure
in neutral Sweden during Uorld War One and in the back-
ground of the deflation crisis. 1 dealt with the problems
in an empirital case study at the micro-level.  1 studied
"AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier", founded as a lim-
ited liability company in eastern Sweden south of Stock-
holm, in 1906. This company went into liquidation 1922
in the deflation crisis and was later on replaced by
"AB Facit". From its establishment in 1906 up to the bank-
ruptcy of 1922, "AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier" re-

flected in many ways contemporary lines of development
in Swedish industry.

Establishment of the company meant that the ownership and
control over industrial activities in the area moved from
a family group to a group of shareholders. The company had
several lines of production, the main ones being the pro-
duction of wooden wheels and the production of furniture
primarily  designed for office use. Plants were equipped
with modern machinery imported from abroad.

World War One meant the loss of foreign markets and in-
flation. When Great Britain  in 1916 stopped  the import-
ation of fabricated wood, "AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Indust-
rier" could no longer find a prosperous market for wooden
wheels in England or in the British Empire. The Communist
revolution in Russia in 1917 meant the loss of an import-
ant market for furniture. Nevertheless,  sales in current
prices were booming. They reached  a peak in 1918 and were

still in 1920 on a leve1 far above the ene of 1913 (See
figure 1).
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Figure 1

AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier;

Sales of wooden wheels and furniture.

Current prices

Year

ACCOUNTING The explanation for the curve of raising sales is inflation.

FOR The general price leve1 rose rapidly during the "ar. From

INFLATION 1913 up to 1918 it increased three times and a half. Re-

calculation of sales from "AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier"

to the price-leve1 of 1906 - the year of foundation - gives

a much less satisfactory picture of sales during the war

than the ene based on book values (See figure 2). The vol-

ume of sales had reached  its peak as early as 1913 and

from then on the trend was falling.
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Figure 2

AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier;

Gles of wooden wheels and furniture

Prices fixed at the leve1 of 1906

1 000

Crowns

more dramatic curve, starts falling

earlier than the corresponding curve for

the Company  under consideration (See

figure 4).

Looking at the change in the picture of

sales when recalculated for inflation, 1

felt 1 somehow had to consider inflation
also in relation to return  on equity. Re-

tum on equity is calculated from book

values in balante  sheets (See figure 5:l).

Different book values are of different

The return on equity for "AB Åt-
vidabergs Förenade Industriern

calculated on book values gives

a diagram (See figure 3), that

has same resemblance to the pic-

ture of sales in current prims

(Figure 1). For most years the

curve gives a satisfactory pic-

ture of business performance.

It has - as does the curve de-

scribing sales - a peak in 1918,

and it is stays on a high leve1

the following year. Return on

equity, calculated on book

values, for the Swedish joinery

industry as a whole produces a

Figure 3

AB Åtvidabergs Förenade

Industrier; Returs on equity

calculated on book values
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Figure 4

AB Åtvidabergs Förenade

Industrier

Swedish joinery

industry __-_------

Return  on equity calculated on book values

Year 
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ages. Values  for fixed

capita1 have been in-

troduced at the time

of acquisition, share

capita1 when shares

were issued, and cur-

rent capita1 when it

ms stocked, possibly

before  the year of ac-

count. These older

items keep in accounts

their original book-

value representing

earlier and different

price leveis. To cor-

rett for inflation

during  World War One

must thus in principle

man accounting all

over again.

Amongst accountants

working in or with

firms today, inflation

has given rise during

the past decades  to a

lively  debate concerning

methods for correction.

Gn the ene hand you Will

find metbods which ad-

vise you to continu-

omly translate each

item in your accounts

to its new prim, when inflation is ongoing. On the other hand you Will find

methods which restritt  the correction to balante sheets and work with the gen-

eral price index.
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Figure 5: 1 - II

BALANCE SHEETS

1. In book value / 1 000 crowns

December 1917 December 1918

Net fixed Share
Assets 2 500 Capita1 3 000

Current Creditors 2 100
Assets 3 300

Retained
Profit* 700

Net fixed Share
Assets 5 500 Capita1 5 000

Current Creditors 3 300
Assets 4 000

Retained
Profit* 1 200

5 800 5 800 9 500 9 500

II. In value of the year / 1 000 crowns

December 1917 December 1918

Net fixed Share
Assets 6 000 Capita1 5 400

Current Creditors 2 100
Assets 3 300

Retained
Profit* 1 800

9 300 9 300

Net fixed Share
Assets 11 400 Capita1 10 500

Current Creditors 3 300
Assets 4 000

Retained
Profit* 1 600

15 400 15 400

* The differente between assets and liabilities (The balante).
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The first types of methods are of course

unusable in historial research, the lat-
ter might be adapted. Without going into
technicalities, 1 Will present the prin-
ciples for, and the result of, ene ad-
aptation 1 made when working with
"AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier".

The principle behind this correction is
simply the idea that all items in the
balante sheet must represeritt  the same
price level. Retained profits in-
cluding the profit/loss  of the year
are a residual. 1 chose to transform
every balante sheet within the company
to the price leve1 in effect when the
accounts were closed.

The correction for 1917 and 1918 gave
a very dramatic result (See figure
5:II). The result of the year 1918
can be calculated as the differente
between retained profit in 1918 and
retained profit in 1917, corrected
for price movements and dividends
sinte 1917. In book values, this
had been a profit of 500 000 crowns. Year

Now it turned negative. Correcting

23

Figure 6
AB Åtvidabergs Förenade
Industrier
Return on equity calculated

a) on book values
b) after correction for

inflation ----_-----

for inflation gave a loss for the year 1918 reaching 400 000 crowns.  The
curve of return on equity took a new direction (See figure 6).

Book values giving a rosy picture of high profitability during  inflation
gave rise to an expansive policy in "AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier".
Convinced that they were very well off, the men in charge expanded
heavily in 1917118. In the years when contemporary prices were at their
highest, they bought forests, they invested in two subsidiaries and they
paid rather big dividends to share-holders.  Unconsciously, they thereby
reduced the value of share-capita1 and depleted reserves. As a consequence
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they could not withstand the changing price movements in
the easly 1920's and went bankrupt.

My considering the practice of book-keeping as the cause
of bankruptcy, when inflation was turned into deflation,
talls for same clarification. 1 Will try a metaphor. If
someone standing in a crossroad is killed in a tar ac-
cident, the cause of death is of course the fatt that the
tar hit him; but had he not been standing in the middle-
of the crossroad - had he stayed on the sidewalk - the
tar would probably have passed without causing any damge.
As a result of my amlyses, 1 found "AB Åtvidabergs Före-
nade Industrier" in the middle of the crossroad, when the

deflation started.

Too optimistic  a view and toa expansive a policy might
have been avoided had those in charge of book-keeping in
"AB Åtvidabergs Förenade Industrier" seen the need to ac-
count for increased costs of depreciation during in-
flation. On the contrary, they decided to reduce these
costs because of inflation. They did not think in terms
of rising costs for later replacements, but in terms of
rising values for items already bought. From this point
of view, depreciation was taken care of by inflation.

In accounting, management in "AB Åtvidabergs Förenade
Industrier" adopted the knowledge and the practice of
its time. Other firms thus must have been the victims
of the same misunderstanding. This might mean - to use

my metaphor from above - that quite a lot of Swedish
firms met deflation crowded in crossroads. Research on a
matro leve1 concerning Swedish industry in the early
1920's has stressed, in the words of Erik Dahmén, that
!, . . . frivolous principles for valuation . . . sharpened
the crisis heavily . . . n (my translation). It also has
been pointed out by Oskar Sill& that price movements
from 1914 onwards  in "all countries" made balante sheets
II . . . more or less useless for analytical  purposes."

(my translation)
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CONCLLIDING Having analysed accounts and business strategies in
REMARKS "AB Åtvidabergs  Förenade Industrier" during inflation in

World War One, 1 draw two main conclusions methodologi-
tally. Fintly, you cannot just ignore price movements
when analysing historital accounts. You have to deal with
them somehow. Setondly, price movements of immediate
interests for ongoing business are not price movements
in general, but rather price movements on items sold and
items bought in the specific  case.

Correction for price movements Will of course not unveil
"reality" in same absolute meaning of the "ord, but cor-
rection  is needed if we want to study development over
time. Our need for homogenous time-series makes correc-
tion as necessary in the case of deflation as in that of
inflation. In the western world, this cancerns primarily
deflation in the late 19th century and in the 1930's and
inflation during the First World War and during the past
few decades. For these last decades, the necessary ac-
counting for inflation has to a growing degree  been taken
care of by the finns themselves.

Looking at the company  as a unit of production,  you analyse
costs of production in relation to sales described in the
profit and loss account. When analysing changing standards
of living you always take price movements into account by
working  with cost-of-living indices based on items actu-
ally consumed. In our working  with profit and loss ac-
counts, we should - on the same principle - adopt some kind
of cost-of-production  indices. The indices thus talled for

would include price movements on fixed assets, on raw
material and on labour.  Their construction talls for a
joint venture, combining the efforts of price- and
business-historians.
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